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Abstract 
Interpersonal trust and group trust are factors which are critical to the success and cohesion of virtual 
communities. One such type of virtual community is the Open Source Application Development community. This 
study examines the influence of cognitive trust and affective trust in a large, active virtual community 
(SourceForge.Net) involved in open source application development.  We find that cognitive and affective trust 
are both related to group cohesion and project outcomes in free/open source projects, as well as the perceived 
benefits group members derive from membership. Cognitive trust shows a more significant relationship to 
project outcomes while affective trust is more significantly related to group cohesion and perceived benefit. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Open source is rapidly gaining credibility as a viable approach to software development. The open source 
community has proved itself capable of delivering high quality and commercially successful products such as 
Apache server and Linux. Indeed, many of the free/open source software applications are starting to challenge 
the commercial dominance of software produced by companies such as Microsoft. The dynamics of free/open 
source software development is, however, still not well understood. Trust is acknowledged as being an 
important factor in the success of free/open source projects but there has been a lack of empirical research into 
the impact of trust on the effectiveness of virtual communities in free/open source projects. This study builds on 
the previous work of Gallivan (2001) and Stewart and Gosain (2001, 2002) by testing the impact of two 
dimensions of interpersonal trust (affective trust and cognitive trust) on the effectiveness of groups of 
developers involved in free/open source projects.  

In this paper, we report on a quantitative study examining the influence of trust in a circumscribed virtual 
community (Source Forge) with its own distinctive culture. The work is part of a larger project which 
incorporates qualitative and quantitative elements and whose goal is to assess the extent to which the dominant 
models of organisational trust are applicable within specific types of virtual communities. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: first, the concept of trust is introduced with particular emphasis on the 
affective and cognitive dimension of interpersonal trust. Next, the parallel between virtual organisations and 
free/open source projects is established in the existing literature. Then, the importance of trust in organisation 
structures such as virtual communities is discussed. The research question and method for this study is outlined. 
Then, the results of the data analysis are presented and the findings of the study are discussed. Finally, the 
conclusions and implications of the study are discussed. 

TRUST 
Trust is a complex, multidimensional and dynamic concept which defies facility of definition. It encompasses 
dimensions of individual personality, cognitive style, human information processing, interpersonal and 
situational dynamics, affective processes and more. As organisations have evolved from formalised, highly 
structured forms into fluid, team-focused forms, the role of interpersonal trust has become exponentially more 
important. Jarvenpaa, Knoll and Leidner (1999) argue that trust has become critical to new forms of 



organisation specifically because self-direction and self-control have taken the place of social controls based on 
authority. They argue that the benefits of trust in an organisation include interpersonal elements relating to 
reduced transaction costs and improved security and, organisation wide, a culture that is open with free-flowing 
communication channels.  

Lewicki and Bunker (1995) argue that trust can be classified as an individual characteristic, a characteristic of 
interpersonal transactions or an institutional phenomenon. Various disciplinary perspectives have traditionally 
been associated with these various viewpoints. So, for example, sociologists have worked on trust in 
institutional settings and the development of trust between individuals (e.g. Goffman 1971; Zucker 1986). 
Personality psychologists view trust, or the propensity to trust, primarily as an individual characteristic while 
social psychologists view trust as an element of group dynamics and interpersonal transaction (Lewicki & 
Bunker 1995; Bhattacharya, Devinney & Pillutla 1998). Bhattacharya, Devinney and Pillutla (1998) argue that 
trust has a number of key attributes:  

• trust is not applicable in environments where there is certainty - trust is associated with risk and 
uncertainty; 

• trust is an expectancy that a particular outcome might occur and this expectancy is fluid and subject to 
change;  

• depending upon circumstances, the importance attached to trust in any situation will vary;  

• trust is not simply absent or present, its intensity can be measured;  

• trust is always specific to the situation;  

• in affective terms, trust is good.  

Although trust may be approached from a social or rational perspective the rational approach, which focuses on 
the calculus of self-interest, is the norm (Jones & George 1998; Jarvenpaa & Leidner 1999). The social approach 
is more concerned with moral duty or mutual obligation, where each party is morally obliged not to put at risk 
any other party (Axelrod 1984; Zucker 1986) or to exploit any area where another party is vulnerable (Sabel 
1993). Whatever the source of the trust, the organisational payoff it can deliver is significant. Where high levels 
of trust are present, the organisation needs to expend less energy on maintaining internal order. Trust engenders 
self-confidence, which in turn allows the organisation to take risks. (Bhattacharya, Devinney & Pillutla 1998; 
Jarvenpaa & Leidner 1999).  

In this study, we focus on two dimensions of interpersonal trust, cognitive and affective. Although we have 
touched on aspects of these dimensions before their complexity requires further elaboration. Cognitive trust is 
related to knowledge. We touched on the uncertainty / certainty dimension of trust before, and knowledge is 
closely related. Trust is highly relevant to conditions of risk and uncertainty, the normal condition of so many 
corporations today. McAllister (1995) views trust as a leap of faith and argues that trust cannot exist if there is 
not at least some degree of knowledge embedded within the trust relationship. It would simply not be rational to 
trust someone of whom we knew nothing. Cognitive trust, in the context of this study, is defined as: trust based 
upon good reasons constituting evidence of trustworthiness in another party, such as demonstrated ability, 
responsibility and competence (McAllister 1995; Staples & Ratnasingham 1998).  

Affective trust is directly related to human emotion and indirectly to affiliation and those psychological 
processes which might be called intuitive. McAllister (1995) argues that this type of trust is related to the 
emotional investments people make in relationships, the intrinsic value of the relationship and feelings of 
genuine concern for other members of the group.  This type of trust is based on feeling rather than rational 
thought and many of the processes involved are subconscious. Affective trust, in the context of this study, is 
defined as: trust consisting of the emotional bonds between two parties who express genuine care and concern 
for each other’s welfare (McAllister 1995; Staples & Ratnasingham 1998). 

VIRTUAL ORGANIZATIONS AND FREE / OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS 
Virtual organisations are temporary networks of independent entities – suppliers, customers and even rivals who 
are linked by IT to share skills, costs and access (Byrne 1993, p. 81). Virtual organisations are able to 
accomplish more than vertically integrated, hierarchical organisations with the same internal resources by 
leveraging resources and capabilities beyond their boundaries (Gallivan 2001). Exchange relationships may 
range from those of fleeting duration, such as spot market exchanges, to more lasting recurrent and relational 
exchanges (Ring & Van de Ven 1994). Virtual organisation structures allow the traditional functional structure 
of organisations to be decomposed into modules to achieve flexibility and efficiencies. In essence, the value of 
virtual organisations lies in their ability to restructure hardware, software, organisational capabilities and 



business processes by creating self contained modules that can be quickly plugged into as many different value 
chains as possible (Sawhney & Parikh 2000, p. p. 81). Free/open source projects provide an example of group 
work which has many similarities with the concept of a virtual organisation.  Indeed, the high degree of 
correspondence between the open source movement and depictions of the organisation of the future - the virtual, 
networked organisation (Markus, Manville & Agres 2000; Gallivan 2001). 

Free/Open Source Software Development 
Sharma, Sugumaran & Rajagopalan (2002) examined open source projects in terms of structure, processes and 
culture by comparing this type of virtual organisation against traditional organisations (Galbraith 1973; Miles & 
Snow 1978; Robey 1991). Table 1 sets out the differences between the two these forms of organization. 

Table 1 Comparison Of Organisation Structure Between Free/Open Source Projects And Traditional 
Organisations (Adopted from Sharma, Sugumaran & Rajagopalan 2002, p. 12) 
 Traditional forms of organizations Virtual Organisations 
 Functional Divisional Matrix Free/open source projects 
Division of 
labour 

By inputs By outputs By inputs and 
outputs 

By choice and knowledge 

Coordination 
mechanisms 

Hierarchical 
supervision, plans 
and procedures 

Divisional general 
manager and 
corporate staff 

Dual reporting 
relationships 

Membership management, 
rules and institutions, 
monitoring and sanctions, 
reputation 

Decisions 
rights  

Highly centralised Separation of 
strategy and 
execution 

Shared Highly democratic and 
decentralised 

Boundaries Core/periphery Internal/external 
markets 

Multiple 
interfaces 

Porous and changing 

Importance of 
internal 
structure 

Low Modest Considerable High 

Politics Inter-functional Corporate-division 
and inter-divisional 

Along matrix 
dimensions 

Shifting coalitions 

Basis of 
authority 

Positional and 
functional 
expertise 

General 
management 
responsibility and 
resources 

Negotiating 
skills and 
resources 

Reputation 

In contrast to traditional organisation structures for developing software, the division of labour in free open 
source projects is determined by choice and the level of knowledge of the core project members (Cubranic & 
Booth 1999; Bergquist & Ljungberyg 2001; Gallivan 2001; Sharma, Sugumaran & Balaji 2002; Stewart & 
Gosain 2002). Coordination mechanisms are determined by member management, rules and institutions, 
monitoring and sanctioning and the reputation of the core developers. Decision making is highly porous and 
constantly changing. Considerable emphasis is placed on internal structure and politics are influenced by 
shifting coalitions. The basis of authority is determined by the reputation of individual members. The more 
attention that an open source project owner gets from the members of the community, the more the status and 
reputation of that project leader is enhanced (Raymond 1998). Table 2 presents a comparison of the organisation 
processes in virtual organisations and traditional organisations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2 Comparison Of Free/Open Source Projects/Virtual Organisations and Traditional Organisations 
And Organisational Processes (Adopted from Sharma, Sugumaran & Rajagopalan 2002, p.15) 
 Traditional organisations Free/open source project/virtual 

organisation 
Governance Enforce governance 

 
Self governance 

Membership 
management 

Management enforced Static/solid  
No such thing 

Community based 
Fluid, but stable 
Professional identity 

Rules and 
institutions 

Management makes and changes the rules Community members make and change the 
rules 

Monitoring 
and sanctions 

Monitoring of performance and behaviour 
kept confidential by management 

Monitoring of performance and behaviour 
visible to everyone  
Sanctions by flaming, spamming, shunning and 
expulsion 
Building and maintaining reputation a prime 
motivator 

Reputation No emphasis on building reputation Loss of reputation a motivating factor 
Development Survey 

Study 
Definition 
Configuration 
Procurement 
Design 
Construction 
Delivery 

Problem discovery 
Finding volunteers for tasks 
Solution identification 
Code development and testing 
Code change review 
Code commit and documentation 
Release management 

In terms of the process of developing free/open source software, there is a reliance on self governance. Member 
management is community based and fluid but stable because the involved members wish to maintain their 
professional identity. Monitoring of performance and behaviour is visible to everyone in a free/open source 
project and sanctions are enforced through flaming, spamming and shunning and expulsions depending on the 
behaviour of an individual (Sharma, Sugumaran & Balaji 2002). These are quite powerful controls because 
building and maintaining a reputation is a prime motivation for participating in a free/open source project. 
Although the process of software development is much less structured than in the traditional approach it still 
follows a rigorous path. There are a number of checks and controls such as version and configuration 
management and mechanisms which ensure that only high quality code is released (Cubranic & Booth 1999; 
Healy & Schussman 2003). Table 3 presents a comparison of virtual organisations and traditional organisations 
as regards culture. 

Table 3 Comparison of Traditional Organisations And Virtual Organisations/Free/Open Source Projects 
On Culture (Adapted from Sharma, Sugumaran & Rajagopalan 2002, p.17) 
 Traditional organisation Virtual organisation/free/open source project 
Artefacts Face-to-face communication Computer mediated communication 
Location Multiple Multiple, global, multicultural 
Value 
    Risk 
    Ownership 
    Reward 
 
    Motivation 

 
Management/owner 
Management/owner 
Reward structure favours owners 
 
Primarily financial 

 
Shared by community 
Shared by community 
Reward structure is based on trust, on merit and 
sharing 
Altruism, reputation, ideology, financial 
incentives are relatively insignificant 

Information Information is shared on a need-to 
know basis 

Information is shared openly 

Decision making Autocratic Almost democratic by voting 
Control Maintained by autonomous decision 

makers 
Rules of membership, software licenses and 
voting procedures 

Work structures Rigid Flexible 
Core assumptions  
Trust 

Not based on trust Based on trust 

Loyalty Not based loyalty Shared loyalty 



The culture of free/open source projects is underpinned by computer mediated communication, usually through 
IRC chat and email. The projects are frequently global and multicultural and involve shared risk and ownership. 
Information is shared openly, decisions are made through voting and the approbation of peers is highly prized 
(Stewart & Gosain 2001). When we look at the culture of free/open source projects it is evident that trust plays 
an important part in the development process. The core assumptions of free/open source development are based 
and built on trust between members. Furthermore, the reward structure is based on trust, merit and sharing 
(Stewart & Gosain; Sharma, Sugumaran & Balaji 2002).  

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES AND METHOD 
This study investigated the impact of trust on the effectiveness of a virtual community involved in free/open 
source projects. A number of empirical studies have examined the importance of trust in free/open source 
projects (Gallivan 2001; Stewart & Gosain 2001; Sharma, Sugumaran & Balaji 2002; Stewart & Gosain 2002). 
Our research has adapted a subset of the conceptual research model developed by Gallivan (2001) which 
postulated that Control and Trust impact on the group effectiveness of free/open source projects. Figure 1 
presents the theoretical conceptualisation of the proposed research model which we tested empirically using 
parametric statistics Six hypotheses were tested to confirm or disconfirm the proposed research model: 

H1a: Affective trust has a positive impact on the project output of virtual communities in free/open source 
projects 

H1b: Affective trust has a positive impact on the group cohesion of virtual communities in free/open source 
projects 

H1c: Affective trust has a positive impact on the benefits to group members of virtual communities in free/open 
source projects 

H2a: Cognitive trust has a positive impact on the project output of virtual communities in free/open source 
projects 

H2b: Cognitive trust has a positive impact on the group cohesion of virtual communities in free/open source 
projects 

H2c: Cognitive trust has a positive impact on the benefits to group member of virtual communities in free/open 
source projects 

 
Figure 1 Research model: Impact of Cognitive Trust and Affective Trust on the Effectiveness of Virtual 
Communities in Free/Open Source Projects (Source: adapted from Gallivan 2001) 

The research method employed to collect and analyse data to test the hypotheses was quantitative in nature. An 
online survey was sent by email to 5000 members of Source Forge (www.sourceforge.net) which is the largest 
open source portal in the world with over 80,000 members. The survey instrument was developed by adapting 
scales from existing empirical studies which had measured the constructs of interest in this study. Cognitive and 
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affective trust were measured by adapting scales from a previous empirical study which measured interpersonal 
trust in open source projects (Stewart & Gosain 2002). The effectiveness of free/open source projects was 
viewed through the theoretical lens of Hackman’s (1990) group effectiveness theory which consists of three 
dimensions: group output, group cohesion and psychological benefits to group members. The measures of the 
three dimensions of group effectiveness were adapted to the context of virtual communities in open source 
projects by adapting a number of existing scales from previous empirical studies which examined various 
dimensions of group effectiveness (Denison 1996; Janz 1999; Carless & De Paola 2000; Lurey & Raisinghani 
2001; Stewart & Gosain 2001, 2002; Pescosolido 2003) The survey instrument was pilot tested on a group of 
thirty academics and IT practitioners who had knowledge of or had participated in open source software 
development. Based their comments and suggestions, a number of adjustments and changes were made to final 
questionnaire. The targeted respondents were asked to focus on a particular current and recent free/open source 
project when answering the online questionnaire. The effective response rate was approximately 18 percent after 
the sample size had been adjusted for unreachable email addresses. In all, 785 surveys were returned, of which 
635 were usable. One hundred and fifty three surveys were discarded for a variety of reasons. These were 
incomplete surveys where there were too many missing responses to individual questions. 

RESULTS 
The data set was found to be representative of a normal distribution after a number of descriptive statistics tests 
were conducted to assess the normality of the data set. Reliability analysis was conducted on all of the research 
constructs to ensure that the items measuring each construct were reliable measures of that construct. All of the 
constructs were above the recommended cronbach alpha score of 0.7 (Nunnally 1978) except for group cohesion 
which was still retained due to the exploratory nature of this study. Factor analysis was conducted to ensure that 
there was adequate convergent and discriminate validity in the items measuring each research construct (see 
Table 4 and All variable items were retained with factor loadings greater than .490 (Hair et al., 1998). All of the 
items for independent variables measuring affective trust and cognitive trust were retained and only three items 
were dropped from the dependent variables (project output – two items and group cohesion – one item see table 
5 bolded in factors loading column) because these items had factor loadings less than the recommended .490.  
Table 5).  

Table 4 Reliability and Validity Analysis For The Independent Variables  
Independent variables  Factor 

loadings 
Item to 
total 
correlation 

Affective Trust items   
1. I have  made an emotional investment into my working relationship with other 
programmers in this project 

.748 .5878 

2. I have a sharing relationship with the other member of this project .752 .6336 

3. I can talk freely with other members of this project about any difficulties I am 
having and know that they will want to listen 

.741 .5993 

4. I would feel a sense of loss if I could no longer work together with the other 
members of this project 

.702 .5709 

5. If I shared my problems with the other members of this project, I would expect 
them to respond caringly and constructively 

.708 .5628 

Variance explained  31.5%     Cronbach Alpha    0.8679   
   
Cognitive Trust items   
1. I consider the other member of this project to be trustworthy, even if I don’t know 
them personally 

.621 .5170 

2. Generally, the members of this project approach their work with professionalism 
and dedication 

.827 .7085 

3. Given the track records of the other members, I see no reason to doubt their 
competence and preparation for working on this project 

.873 .7474 

4. I can rely on the other members of this project to do a good job and not make a 
job more difficult through careless work 

.816 .6503 

Variance explained  29.5%                         Cronbach Alpha 0.8285   
Total Variance Explained = 61%; Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of Sampling Adequacy = 0.830 
Bartlett test of sphericity = 2105.499; Significance = 0.000 



All variable items were retained with factor loadings greater than .490 (Hair et al., 1998). All of the items for 
independent variables measuring affective trust and cognitive trust were retained and only three items were 
dropped from the dependent variables (project output – two items and group cohesion – one item see table 5 
bolded in factors loading column) because these items had factor loadings less than the recommended .490.  

Table 5 Reliability and Validity Analysis For The Dependent Variables 
Dependent variables Factor 

loadings 
Item to total 
correlation 

Project Output Items   
1. I believe that the members of this project have been effective in reaching the 
shared goals of the project 

.787 .6237 

2. From the feedback that has been received so far, I think that other people find the 
output of this project useful 

.681 .4758 

3. I believe that the members of this project will continue to meet the goals of this 
project in future 

.797 .6560 

4. I believe that the software created from this project is of a high quality .632 .4950 
5. The output from this project is greater than the sum of the individual 
contributions from each member 

(.484) Dropped 

6. I believe that the members of this project have been able to produce knowledge 
and information that did not exist before the project started 

(.360) Dropped 

7. Generally, the members complete project related tasks with a reasonable amount 
of time 

.607 .4530 

Total variance explained 22.55%                       Cronbach Alpha 0.7650   
   
Group Cohesion Items   
1. Generally, I try to help out any member who is experiencing difficulties related 
to this project 

.790 .4884 

2. Responsibility for any mistakes or problems with this project and its output is 
shared among the project members 

.789 .4163 

3. I look forward to continuing as a member of this project .493 .3551 
4. Based on my experiences on this project, I would be interested in participating in 
other Open Source Software projects in the future 

(.446) Dropped 

Total variance explained 14.06%                       Cronbach alpha 0.6065   
   
Benefits to Members Items   
1. I developed many new skills while working on this project .860 .5368 
2. I learnt things from this project that I will use in other projects .811 .5201 
3. I am highly satisfied with the personal growth and development I have gained 
from working on this project 

.814 .5935 

4. I get a feeling of worthwhile accomplishment from working on this project .703 .4892 
Total variance explained 23.35% Cronbach Alpha 0.8482   
Total Variance Explained = 59.97%; Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of Sampling Adequacy = 0.828 
Bartlett test of sphericity = 2492.640         Significance = 0.000 

The hypotheses were tested using multiple regression analysis to confirm or disconfirm the proposed research 
model. The results of the multiple regression analysis are presented in Table 6.  

Table 6. Results of Multiple Regression Analysis (N = 635) 
Hypothesis Beta Coefficient 

Independent variable – Affective Trust  

H1a – Dependent variable Project Output 0.173 (***) 

H1b – Dependent variable Group Cohesion 0.410 (***) 

H1c – Dependent variable Benefits to Group Members 0.270 (***) 

Independent variable - Cognitive Trust  

H2a – Dependent variable Project Output 0.466 (***) 

H2b– Dependent variable Group Cohesion 0.198 (***) 



H2c– Dependent variable Benefits to Group Members 0.023 (ns) 

Legend: P <= 0.1 *; P <= 0.05 **; P <= 0.01 ***; Not significant = ns 

For affective trust, all of the hypotheses were supported and were significant at the 0.01 level. There was weak 
support for the positive relationship between affective trust and project output with a beta coefficient of 
0.173.There was moderately strong support for the positive relationship between affective trust and group 
cohesion with a beta coefficient of 0.410. There was moderate support for the positive relationship between 
affective trust and benefits to group members with a beta coefficient of 0.270. For cognitive trust, all of the 
hypotheses were supported and were significant at the 0.01 level. There was moderately strong support for the 
positive relationship between cognitive trust and project output with a beta coefficient of 0.466.There was 
moderate support for the positive relationship between cognitive trust and group cohesion with a beta coefficient 
of 0.198. There was no support for the positive relationship between cognitive trust and benefits to group 
members with a beta coefficient of 0.023. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS  
Cognitive trust appears to have a significant positive influence on the project output and group cohesion in a 
large, structured virtual community dedicated to free / open source software development. There is, however, 
apparently little influence on the perceived attainment of benefits by the virtual community. On the other hand, 
affective trust appears to have a significant positive influence on group cohesion and in providing benefits to 
group members. Affective trust appears to also have a significant but much weaker influence on project output. 
We would argue that these findings are in line with the theory underpinning these different types of 
interpersonal trust. Cognitive trust is based on knowledge of a situation which is critical for productive project 
output in a free/open source project. It is therefore not surprising that cognitive trust has the greatest influence 
on project output. For cognitive trust to exist, the virtual team members need to exhibit evidence of 
responsibility and competence. Competence is assessed in a rational, objective and detached manner. As the 
member of the virtual team delivers, the work is assessed and, gradually, the members of the group come to an 
understanding of what the member can potentially deliver. As the member continues to deliver and contribute, 
trust continues to grow. When the group initiates a project, members know who can be trusted to deliver, and at 
what level of expertise. The group is driven by mutual interdependency and mutual trust.  

Development of software in a free/open source project is clearly highly reliant on the expertise and knowledge 
of the core programmers and a group trust that everybody will deliver on the work assigned to them. However, 
the very nature of free/open source projects means that these types of projects are more than just a group of 
people working on a job. Membership of a virtual community delivers far more than the satisfaction of working 
on interesting projects – it is a social phenomenon. The community satisfies a variety of social and 
psychological needs. In order for these virtual communities to be productive and effective, affective trust also 
needs to exist. For affective trust to exist, emotive bonds need to be developed between the members of a virtual 
community. These are the bonds of group affiliation of mutual respect and care, of empathy. It is again not 
surprising that affective trust is highly related to group cohesion and a feeling amongst members that they are 
getting something from the experience.  

Overall, our findings suggest that both affective and cognitive trust do have a significant influence on project 
outcomes, group cohesion and perceived benefits to group members. We therefore conclude that trust is an 
important factor in the open source arena while acknowledging that the model we have tested in this study is 
limited in scope. Because the type of organisation we are looking at is so new and its dynamics so little known, 
much work remains to be done in a variety of areas, including trust. An important extension of this work would 
be the applicability of our study in other types of virtual communities. 
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